Effective Practices Have Improved Agencies’ FITARA Implementation

What GAO Found

Nine selected agencies (the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Justice, and Veterans Affairs; the Agency for International Development; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; and the General Services Administration) identified 12 practices that helped them to effectively implement one or more Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act provisions (commonly referred to as FITARA). The following figure identifies the 12 practices, including the four overarching ones, considered vital to implementing all provisions.

Overarching practices
- Obtain support from senior leadership
- Treat implementation of FITARA as a program
- Establish FITARA performance measures for component agencies
- Appoint an executive accountable for FITARA implementation in each component agency

Chief Information Officer authority enhancements
- Develop policy to explain how the authorities that FITARA provided to the agency CIO are to be carried out

Enhanced transparency and improved risk management
- Implement a risk rating process for information technology investments that incorporates risks

Portfolio review
- Perform application rationalization activities

Data center consolidation
- Conduct site visits to all data centers
- Transition to a virtual or cloud-based environment
- Incentivize component agencies to accelerate the pace of data center consolidation
- Utilize data centers with excess capacity

Software purchasing
- Centralize the management of software licenses

By applying the overarching practices, covered agencies were better positioned to implement FITARA. In addition, by implementing the practices relative to the five FITARA provisions GAO selected, covered agencies realized information technology (IT) management improvements, such as decommissioning old systems and cost savings.
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Congressional Requesters:

Congress has long recognized that information technology (IT) has the potential to enable federal agencies to accomplish their missions more quickly, effectively, and economically. However, fully achieving this potential has presented longstanding challenges to agencies. In this regard, the federal government’s management of IT has produced mixed results despite a continued increase in federal IT spending, which is planned to be more than $92 billion in fiscal year 2019.

As part of its effort to reform the government-wide management of IT, in December 2014, Congress enacted the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform provisions (commonly referred to as FITARA) of the Carl Levin and Howard P. ‘Buck’ McKeon National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015.1 FITARA holds promise for improving covered agencies’ management and acquisitions of IT, facilitating Congress’ monitoring of agencies’ progress, and holding those agencies accountable for reducing duplication and achieving cost savings.

Since its enactment, we have reported numerous times on agencies’ efforts toward implementing FITARA. Our work has highlighted various agencies’ successes, as well as challenges, in implementing selected provisions of the act.2


This report responds to your request that we conduct a review of FITARA implementation practices. Our specific objective was to identify practices that federal agencies have used to effectively implement the provisions of the act.

To address this objective, we first identified the specific provisions of the act to include in our review. To do so, we (1) reviewed our previously issued reports that have examined various aspects of the act; (2) met with relevant officials from the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Office of Electronic Government and Information Technology; and (3) reviewed data contained on the IT Dashboard, as well as other relevant information supporting the House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform’s biannual scorecards on the 24 covered agencies’ progress in addressing the act’s requirements.

As a result of these activities, combined with our professional judgment, we identified five FITARA provisions that were most relevant to enabling agencies’ IT management improvements. These provisions were: Chief Information Officer (CIO) authority enhancements, enhanced transparency and improved risk management in IT investments, portfolio review, the federal data center consolidation initiative, and the government-wide software purchasing program.


4The IT Dashboard is OMB’s public website that reports performance and supporting data for major IT investments. Major IT investment means a system or an acquisition requiring special management attention because it has significant importance to the mission or function of the government; significant program or policy implications; high executive visibility; high development, operating, or maintenance costs; an unusual funding mechanism; or is defined as major by the agency’s capital planning and investment control process.

5Beginning in November 2015, the House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform released its first FITARA scorecard that assigned letter grades to federal agencies on their implementation of FITARA. Additionally, the term “covered agency” refers to the 24 major agencies listed in the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990. 31 U.S.C. § 901(b). The agencies are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency; General Services Administration; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Science Foundation; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; Office of Personnel Management; Small Business Administration; Social Security Administration; and U.S. Agency for International Development.
We then identified nine agencies that had implemented at least one of the five FITARA provisions we included in our review. Our identification of the nine agencies was based on information in our previous reports that indicated each agency had realized an IT management improvement or cost savings with respect to one or more of the five selected FITARA provisions. Additionally, we considered other relevant information supporting the House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform’s scorecards that indicated an agency had effectively implemented FITARA. These nine agencies were the Departments of Agriculture (USDA), Commerce (Commerce), Health and Human Services (HHS), Homeland Security (DHS), Justice (Justice), and Veterans Affairs (VA); and the Agency for International Development (USAID); the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); and the General Services Administration (GSA). These nine agencies account for about $27 billion (or about 59 percent) of the $45.8 billion in estimated non-defense IT spending for fiscal year 2019.

To gain additional information on the nine agencies’ FITARA implementation, we obtained and reviewed relevant documentation, such as FITARA implementation plans, capital planning and investment control processes, data center optimization plans, and software licensing policies. Additionally, we conducted interviews with relevant officials at these agencies to discuss actions taken to implement the provisions of the act. These officials included a FITARA Program Manager, a Director of FITARA Operations, and staff within department-level CIO offices responsible for implementing the provisions of the act.

We compiled practices where at least one agency had taken action to implement one of the five selected provisions that led to an IT management improvement or cost savings. We then compiled descriptions of the actions that the nine agencies had taken. Additionally, we reviewed actions the agencies have taken in response to our previous recommendations to corroborate the IT management improvements and cost savings. Agencies also identified overarching practices that were not unique to a specific provision but, instead, better positioned agencies to implement one or more of the five provisions. Further, we shared the practices with the nine agencies’ Inspectors General to provide additional assurance that the practices were consistent with the agencies’ activities to address FITARA. In addition, we solicited comments on a draft of this report from the nine agencies included in our review and OMB.

We conducted this performance audit from January 2018 to April 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.

Background

Although the federal government has undertaken numerous initiatives to better manage the billions of dollars that federal agencies annually invest in IT, these investments too frequently fail or incur cost overruns and schedule slippages, while contributing little to mission-related outcomes. We have previously reported that the federal government has spent billions of dollars on failed IT investments. These investments often suffered from a lack of disciplined and effective management, such as project planning, requirements definition, and program oversight and governance. As a result of these failures, we added Improving the Management of IT Acquisitions and Operations to our biennial high-risk list in 2015.

With its enactment in 2014, FITARA was also intended to improve agencies’ acquisitions of IT and facilitate Congress’ efforts to monitor agencies’ progress and hold them accountable for reducing duplication and achieving cost savings. The act included specific provisions related to seven areas, including the five areas selected for our review:

---


9The two provisions of FITARA that we did not include in our scope were the expansion of training and use of IT cadres and maximizing the benefit of the federal strategic sourcing initiative.
- **CIO authority enhancements**—Covered agencies’ CIOs are required to (1) approve the IT budget requests of their respective agencies, (2) certify that agencies’ IT investments are adequately implementing OMB’s incremental development guidance, (3) review and approve contracts for IT, and (4) approve the appointment of other agency employees with the title of CIO (e.g., component agency CIOs).¹⁰

- **Enhanced transparency and improved risk management in IT investments**—OMB and covered agencies are to make detailed information on federal IT investments publicly available, and department-level CIOs are to categorize their major IT investments by risk.¹¹ Additionally, in the case of major investments rated as high risk for 4 consecutive quarters,¹² the act required that the department-level CIO and the investment’s program manager conduct a review aimed at identifying and addressing the causes of the risk.

- **Portfolio review**—OMB and the CIOs of covered agencies are to implement a process to assist agencies in reviewing their portfolios of IT investments. This review process is intended to, among other things, identify or develop opportunities to consolidate the acquisition and management of IT services; identify potential duplication, waste, and cost savings; develop a multi-year strategy to identify and reduce duplication and waste within the agencies’ portfolios, including component agency investments, and to identify projected cost savings resulting from such a strategy.

- **Federal data center consolidation initiative**—Agencies are required to provide OMB with a data center inventory, a strategy for consolidating and optimizing the data centers (to include planned cost savings), and quarterly updates on progress made. The act also requires OMB to develop a goal for how much is to be saved through this initiative, and provide annual reports on cost savings achieved.

---

¹⁰Federal agencies with component agencies typically have one CIO at the federal agency level (i.e., department-level) and may have an official with the title of CIO within each component agency.

¹¹“Major IT investment” means a system or an acquisition requiring special management attention because it has significant importance to the mission or function of the government; significant program or policy implications; high executive visibility; high development, operating, or maintenance costs; an unusual funding mechanism; or is defined as major by the agency’s capital planning and investment control process.

¹²The IT Dashboard lists the CIO-reported risk level of all major IT investments at federal agencies on a quarterly basis.
• **Government-wide software purchasing program**—GSA is to develop a strategic sourcing initiative to enhance government-wide acquisition and management of software. In doing so, the law states that, to the maximum extent practicable, GSA should allow for the purchase of a software license agreement that is available for use by all executive branch agencies as a single user.\(^\text{13}\)

**GAO Has Previously Reported on Agencies’ FITARA Implementation and Identified Areas for Improvement**

We have issued a number of reports that have identified actions that OMB and federal agencies needed to take to improve their implementation of the FITARA provisions.

**CIO authority enhancements**

In reporting on incremental software development in November 2017, we noted that department-level CIOs certified only 62 percent of major IT software development investments as implementing adequate incremental development in fiscal year 2017.\(^\text{14}\) Officials from 21 of the 24 agencies in our review reported that challenges had hindered their CIOs’ ability to implement incremental development. These challenges included: (1) inefficient governance processes; (2) procurement delays; and (3) organizational changes associated with transitioning from a traditional software methodology that takes years to deliver a product, to incremental development, which delivers products in shorter time frames. We made recommendations to department-level CIOs to improve reporting accuracy and update or establish certification policies. As of February 2019, agencies had taken steps to address eight of the 19 recommendations.

Additionally, our August 2018 report on department-level CIOs noted that none of the 24 agencies had policies that fully addressed the role of their

---

\(^{13}\)The “Making Electronic Government Accountable By Yielding Tangible Efficiencies Act of 2016” (known as the “MEGABYTE Act”) subsequently required OMB to issue a directive to every executive agency CIO to, among other things, establish a comprehensive, regularly updated inventory of software licenses and analyze software usage to make cost-effective decisions.

\(^{14}\)GAO-18-148.
CIOs consistent with federal laws and guidance, including FITARA. In addition, the majority of the agencies had not fully addressed the roles of their CIOs for any of six key areas that we identified. Although officials from most agencies stated that their CIOs were implementing the responsibilities even when not addressed in policy, the 24 CIOs acknowledged in a survey that they were not always very effective in implementing all of their responsibilities.

Further, the shortcomings in agencies’ policies were attributable, at least in part, to incomplete guidance from OMB. We noted that, until OMB improved its guidance to clearly address all CIO responsibilities, and agencies fully addressed the role of CIOs in their policies, CIOs would be limited in effectively managing IT and addressing long-standing management challenges. We made 27 recommendations for agencies to improve the effectiveness of CIOs’ implementation of their responsibilities. Most agencies agreed with the recommendations and described actions they planned to take to address them.

Enhanced transparency and improved risk management

In June 2016, we reported on rating the risk of IT investments and noted that agencies underreported the risk of almost two-thirds of the investments their CIOs reviewed. All 17 selected agencies incorporated at least two of OMB’s factors into their risk rating processes and nine used all of the factors, interpreted differently, less often than on a monthly basis. Our assessments generally showed more risk than the associated CIO ratings.

We also issued a series of reports about the IT Dashboard that noted concerns about the accuracy and reliability of the data on the Dashboard. In total, we have made 25 recommendations to OMB and federal agencies to help improve the accuracy and reliability of the information on the Dashboard and to increase its availability. Most agencies agreed with the recommendations or had no comments. As of February 2019, 11 of these recommendations remained open.


16GAO-16-494.
Portfolio review

In April 2015, we reported on actions needed by 26 federal agencies to ensure portfolio savings were realized and tracked. We noted that these agencies had decreased their planned PortfolioStat\textsuperscript{17} savings by at least 68 percent from what they reported to us in 2013.\textsuperscript{18} Specifically, while the agencies initially had planned to save at least $5.8 billion between fiscal years 2013 and 2015, these estimates were decreased to approximately $2 billion. We made recommendations to OMB and the Department of Defense aimed at improving the reporting of achieved savings, documenting how savings are reinvested, and establishing time frames for PortfolioStat action items. As of February 2019, OMB had addressed one of the five recommendations.

Our September 2016 report on application inventories noted that most of the 24 agencies in the review fully met at least three of the four practices we identified to determine if agencies had complete software application inventories.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, six of the agencies relied on their investment management processes and, in some cases, supplemental processes to rationalize their applications to varying degrees. However, five of the six agencies acknowledged that their processes did not always allow for collecting or reviewing the information needed to effectively rationalize all their applications. We made recommendations that 20 agencies improve their inventories and five of the agencies take actions to improve their processes to rationalize their applications more completely. Agencies had addressed four of the 25 recommendations as of February 2019.

Federal data center consolidation initiative

We have reported annually on agencies’ efforts to meet FITARA requirements related to the federal data center consolidation initiative. For example, in March 2016 we reported that, as of November 2015, the 24 agencies participating in the initiative had identified a total of 10,584 data

\textsuperscript{17}In March 2012, OMB launched PortfolioStat, which required agencies to conduct annual reviews of their IT investments and make decisions on eliminating duplication, among other things. In March 2013, OMB launched the second iteration of PortfolioStat with the goal of eliminating duplication and achieving savings through specific actions and time frames.

\textsuperscript{18}GAO-15-296.

\textsuperscript{19}GAO-16-511.
centers, of which they reported closing 3,125 through fiscal year 2015.\textsuperscript{20} In total, 19 of the 24 agencies reported achieving an estimated $2.8 billion in cost savings and avoidances from fiscal years 2011 to 2015.\textsuperscript{21} We recommended that 10 agencies take action to address challenges in establishing, and to complete, planned data center cost savings and avoidance targets. We also recommended that 22 agencies take action to improve optimization progress, including addressing any identified challenges. As of February 2019, agencies had addressed 14 of our 32 recommendations.

Our May 2018 report on data center consolidation noted mixed progress toward achieving OMB’s goals for closing data centers by September 2018.\textsuperscript{22} Over half of the agencies reported that they had either already met, or planned to meet, all of their OMB-assigned goals by the deadline. This was expected to result in the closure of 7,221 of the 12,062 centers that agencies reported in August 2017. However, four agencies reported that they did not have plans to meet all of their assigned goals and two agencies were working with OMB to establish revised targets. No new recommendations were made to agencies in this report because agencies had yet to fully address our previous recommendations.

Government-wide software purchasing program

In May 2014, we reported on 24 federal agencies’ management of software licenses and the potential for achieving significant savings government-wide.\textsuperscript{23} Specifically, we found that OMB and the vast majority of the 24 agencies reviewed did not have adequate policies for managing software licenses. We also reported that federal agencies were not adequately managing their software licenses because they generally did not follow leading practices in this area. Consequently, we could not accurately describe the most widely used software applications across


\textsuperscript{21}Consistent with OMB Circular A-131, the term cost savings refers to a reduction in actual expenditures below the projected level of costs to achieve a specific objective and the term cost avoidance refers to an action taken in the immediate time frame that will decrease costs in the future.

\textsuperscript{22}GAO-18-264.

the government, including the extent to which they were over and under purchased. We recommended that the 24 agencies improve their policies and practices for managing licenses. Most agencies generally agreed with the recommendations or had no comments.

We then reported in September 2014 that the 24 agencies had either provided a plan to address most of the recommendations we made to them, partially disagreed with the report’s prior findings, or did not provide information on their efforts to address the recommendations. As of February 2019, the agencies had addressed 109 of the 136 recommendations.


The nine selected agencies identified a total of 12 practices that helped them to successfully implement the FITARA provisions considered in our review. Among the practices, a number of the agencies identified four that were overarching—that is, the practices were not unique to a specific provision, but, instead, better positioned agencies to implement the five provisions selected for our review. In addition, agencies identified

- one practice that helped ensure effective implementation of CIO authority enhancements,
- one practice that helped ensure enhanced transparency and improved risk management,
- one practice that ensured effective portfolio review,
- four practices that facilitated data center consolidation, and
- one practice that facilitated software purchasing.

Figure 1 identifies the 12 practices that the nine agencies used to effectively implement the selected FITARA provisions. In addition, the narrative following the figure provides details on how these agencies

---

implemented the provisions and realized associated IT management improvements or cost savings.

Figure 1: Practices that Selected Agencies Used to Effectively Implement Key Provisions of the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA)

**Overarching practices**
- Obtain support from senior leadership
- Treat implementation of FITARA as a program
- Establish FITARA performance measures for component agencies
- Appoint an executive accountable for FITARA implementation in each component agency

**Chief Information Officer authority enhancements**
- Develop policy to explain how the authorities that FITARA provided to the agency CIO are to be carried out

**Enhanced transparency and improved risk management**
- Implement a risk rating process for information technology investments that incorporates risks

**Portfolio review**
- Perform application rationalization activities

**Data center consolidation**
- Conduct site visits to all data centers
- Transition to a virtual or cloud-based environment
- Incentivize component agencies to accelerate the pace of data center consolidation
- Utilize data centers with excess capacity

**Software purchasing**
- Centralize the management of software licenses

*Overarching Practices Vital to Implementing FITARA*

Four of the nine agencies that we reviewed—Commerce, HHS, NASA, and USDA—identified one or more overarching practices that have been vital to their efforts in implementing FITARA:

- obtain support from senior leadership,
- treat the implementation of FITARA as a program,
· establish FITARA performance measures for component agencies, and
· appoint an executive accountable for FITARA implementation in each component agency.

As a result of implementing these practices, each of the agencies was better positioned to implement FITARA.

**Obtain support from senior leadership**

Three of the agencies—USDA, NASA, and Commerce—emphasized that the support of senior leadership was essential to implementing requirements in FITARA. This support was demonstrated, for example, by senior officials highlighting the act’s importance during key executive-level meetings and in their key memorandums and other communications to the agencies’ workforce. We have previously reported that having senior leadership support is critical to the success of major programs.25

According to USDA’s Director of FITARA Operations, the agency made a decision to raise the topic of FITARA implementation at each monthly executive leadership meeting that is attended by the Deputy Secretary, Chief Operating Officer, and Assistant Secretary for Administration, in order to keep attention focused on the act’s implementation. In addition, the agency’s October 2016, Concept of Operations for The Oversight, Management, and Operations of FITARA document, which is the primary document used by the agency to assist with the implementation and execution of the act, was signed by the Deputy Secretary, CIO, and Deputy CIO. The officials reported that obtaining support from senior leadership had helped ensure buy-in to changes resulting from implementing provisions of the act.

NASA officials also highlighted senior leadership support as being essential to their actions to implement FITARA. For example, the NASA Deputy Administrator and Associate Administrator for Mission Support signed and distributed a memorandum in August 2010 that emphasized the agency’s commitment to the data center consolidation effort.26 The memorandum stated that Mission Directorate Associate Administrators


and Center Directors shall direct their staff to cooperate fully and openly with NASA’s data center consolidation plan. An official in the Office of the CIO stated that the memorandum was evidence of the support the agency had from senior leadership to close data centers.

Further, a Commerce official stated that FITARA implementation activities at the agency have had support from agency leadership, including the Deputy Secretary and the CIO. For example, according to the official, the Deputy Secretary provided each of the component agency FITARA sponsors with a signed memorandum asking for assistance from the components. This action resulted in increased cooperation throughout the agency when components were asked to respond to FITARA-related requests for information.

**Treat implementation of FITARA as a program**

Commerce and USDA reported that treating FITARA implementation as if it were an IT program was important to implementing the requirements of the act. The two agencies demonstrated this practice by assigning staff to manage implementation of FITARA and regularly discussing implementation of the act at meetings with senior-level officials.

According to a Commerce lessons learned document, the agency has managed FITARA like a program by reporting regularly on its implementation status to internal agency stakeholders. In addition, the agency has assigned a program manager to assist with implementation of the act and to track progress on implementing the act’s provisions. As a result, Commerce officials reported that the importance of FITARA has been regularly discussed throughout the agency in bi-weekly meetings within the Office of the Secretary. These meetings led to an increased sense of cooperation between different disciplines (e.g., IT, budget, acquisition, legal, and human resources) and reduced the impression that FITARA was solely focused on the department-level CIO office.

Further, USDA created the position of Executive Director for FITARA Operations within the department-level CIO office. This position has responsibility for, among other things, establishing the processes and procedures to bring the agency into compliance with the act and IT management controls that meet the FITARA requirements. The Director stated that treating the implementation of FITARA as if it were an IT program has led the agency to develop key documentation that has assisted in the implementation of the act, including its *Concept of*
Establish FITARA performance measures for component agencies

HHS established internal FITARA performance measures for its component agencies that officials believe have led to increased effectiveness in implementing the act. Specifically, the agency undertook an effort to increase its FITARA scorecard grades—called “A by May”—with a goal to attain an ‘A’ on the May 2018 FITARA 6.0 scorecard. As part of this effort, HHS created its own internal scorecard for each of its component agencies that mirrored the agency’s FITARA scorecard.

According to an HHS lessons learned document, aligning the FITARA metrics to component agency performance resulted in greater transparency between the department-level CIO and component agency CIOs. The effort to establish internal performance measures received support from senior agency leadership. Specifically, it was endorsed by the Assistant Secretary for Administration and the Principal Deputy for Administration, which agency officials believed was a key factor in the effort’s success.

HHS officials also reported that their internal scorecard was helpful because it let component agencies know how well they were doing relative to each other. The officials also believed that establishing FITARA performance measures led to increased cooperation and communication between component agencies and the department-level CIO office. For example, the increased cooperation allowed HHS to more easily collect data required to update the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform’s FITARA scorecard.

At the December 2018 House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform hearing on FITARA, the HHS Acting CIO attributed the agency’s increased scorecard grade—from a ‘D’ on the initial November 2015 scorecard to a ‘B+’ on the December 2018 scorecard—to the “A by May” initiative. According to this official, the measurement of component agencies’ performance had elevated the importance of meeting FITARA objectives and paved the way for agency-wide participation in improvement efforts.
Appoint an executive accountable for FITARA implementation in each component agency

According to a Commerce memorandum, the Assistant Secretary for Administration asked each component agency to identify a FITARA executive sponsor. The sponsors were assigned responsibility for gathering the necessary information on component agencies’ efforts to implement FITARA and for alerting the agency’s CIO of any issues that needed to be addressed. Once the sponsors were identified, the Commerce Deputy Secretary sent a letter to each sponsor, asking them to help ensure cooperation between their component agencies and the department’s CIO office. A Commerce official reported that having a sponsor in component agencies with responsibility for providing the information needed to report on FITARA results to the department’s CIO office had increased component agencies’ responsiveness to information requests and improved cooperation throughout the agency.

CIO Authority Enhancements

Commerce and DHS developed policies to explain how the specific authorities that FITARA provided to the agency CIO are to be carried out. The agencies identified the policies as essential to their ability to implement the CIO authority enhancements provision in FITARA. Commerce officials stated, for example, that their agency established a policy to ensure that the CIO certified major IT investments as adequately implementing incremental development. Specifically, Commerce’s capital planning guidance required component agency CIOs or other accountable officials within the component agencies to certify the adequate implementation of incremental development for these investments. Commerce’s guidance described the role of the CIO in the certification process and how the CIOs’ certification should be documented. The guidance also included definitions of incremental development and time frames for delivering functionality. Officials in Commerce’s Office of the CIO reported that the certification policies assisted them in overseeing the management of IT investments and ensuring the use of incremental development throughout the agency, as called for by FITARA.

Also, Commerce changed its personnel policy to require the department-level CIO to approve all senior level IT positions, which addressed the FITARA requirement for the CIO to approve the appointment of other staff with the title of CIO (e.g., component agency CIOs). Specifically, in February 2016, Commerce developed a new human capital policy to give
its department-level CIO input into the hiring of all senior level IT positions, including component CIOs. As a result, a Commerce official reported that the policy ensures that the CIOs’ authority has been enhanced to include significant involvement in the hiring of IT leaders throughout the agency.

For its part, DHS established a policy to ensure that the department-level CIO certified major IT investments as adequately implementing incremental development. Specifically, DHS’s technical investment review guidance states that the CIO is to conduct a review of each investment using an investment review checklist that includes information provided by project managers as to whether the investments have used incremental development adequately. The CIO is to certify whether the project is implementing incremental delivery at least every 6 months and is to document this certification in the checklist. As a result, officials in DHS’s Office of the CIO said that they can now use information from the incremental certification checklist to improve incremental development processes and to make corrections to projects that were not adequately implementing incremental development.

Enhanced Transparency and Improved Risk Management

Three agencies—Commerce, DHS, and USDA—identified one practice that was key to their effective implementation of the enhanced transparency and improved risk management provision of FITARA. The practice is to implement a risk rating process for IT investments that incorporates risks (e.g., funding cuts or staffing changes).

Commerce’s Office of the CIO implemented a process where this office reviewed at least the top three risks for each investment, verified that these risks were specific to the investment and were appropriately managed and mitigated, and verified that the risk register was updated regularly. In addition, DHS implemented a process that included a review of investment risks, ensured that the risks were current, and that risk mitigation plans were in place. Also, in November 2017, USDA updated its risk rating process to incorporate risks. Specifically, it updated its risk management scoring criteria to include an evaluation of the management and risk exposure scores of risks.

The actions that Commerce, DHS, and USDA took to incorporate reviews of risks into their risk rating processes better positioned the agencies to
provide more detailed and accurate information on their IT investments to the public.

Portfolio Review

Four of the agencies—GSA, Justice, DHS, and USAID—identified performing application rationalization activities as vital to their effective implementation of the portfolio review provision of FITARA. Application rationalization activities can include establishing a software application inventory, collecting information on each application, or evaluating an agency’s portfolio of IT investments to make decisions on applications (e.g., retire, replace, or eliminate). We have previously reported that the principles of application rationalization are consistent with those used to manage investment portfolios.

GSA and Justice performed application rationalization by engaging in efforts to establish complete and regularly updated application inventories. To do so, component agencies specified basic application attributes in their inventories (e.g., application name, description, owner, and function supported), and regularly updated the inventories. As we have previously reported, by having an application inventory that is complete and regularly updated, agencies such as GSA and Justice are better positioned to realize cost savings and efficiencies through activities such as consolidating redundant applications.

For its part, DHS utilized application rationalization to identify duplicate investments and consolidate systems. Part of the effort included the regular assessment of programs against criteria such as the program’s cost, schedule, and performance relative to established targets. According to the agency, this resulted in the consolidation of site services, including help desk operations. DHS reported that this consolidation resulted in savings that cumulatively accrued to $202 million by fiscal year 2015.

In addition, as an application rationalization activity, USAID reviewed its portfolio of IT investments in order to identify systems to potentially retire or decommission—a requirement of the portfolio review provision of FITARA.

27 Application rationalization is the process of streamlining the portfolio of IT investments to improve efficiency, reduce complexity and redundancy, and lower the cost of ownership.
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FITARA. Specifically, the agency developed an information system decommissioning plan to retire old systems. The plan described USAID’s three-step approach to decommissioning systems: (1) identifying decommissioning candidates, (2) conducting system reviews and decommissioning decisions and (3) decommissioning planning and execution.

As a result of this approach to implementing the portfolio review provision of FITARA, the agency reported in its Information Systems Decommissioning Plan that it has decommissioned 78 old systems and identified additional systems to decommission in future years. Agency officials reported that USAID achieved cost savings of almost $10 million since 2016 as a result of decommissioning systems.

Data Center Consolidation

GSA, Justice, NASA, USAID, and USDA identified four practices that were essential to their effective implementation of the data center consolidation provision of FITARA and resulted in agencies realizing cost savings or other IT management improvements:

- conduct site visits to all data centers,
- transition to a virtual or cloud-based environment,\(^\text{29}\) 
- incentivize component agencies to accelerate the pace of data center consolidation, and
- utilize data centers with excess capacity.

Agencies’ actions to implement these practices have led to the retirement of older systems, increased cost savings and future cost avoidance, and a reduction in the number of data centers. In addition, as a result of applying these practices, the agencies were better able to make progress in consolidating and optimizing data centers.

\(^{29}\)Cloud technologies can improve the government’s operational efficiencies and result in substantial cost savings. Virtualization is a technology that allows multiple, software-based machines with different operating systems, to run in isolation, side-by-side, on the same physical machine.
Conduct site visits to all data centers

USDA and Justice conducted site visits to all of their data centers to more effectively address the data center provision of FITARA. Both agencies stated that the site visits had allowed them to more thoroughly document the inventory of applications and IT hardware in each of the data centers and to validate progress made toward closing data centers.

USDA officials stated that conducting site visits to their data centers played a pivotal role in the successful implementation of data center consolidation by providing more direct communication with data center staff to address concerns and issues that staff had about consolidation of the centers. Additionally, agency officials reported that they were able to obtain more detailed information necessary to meet the FITARA requirements for reporting to OMB on USDA’s data center inventory and progress made on data center closures as a result of conducting site visits.

Further, Justice officials stated that site visits conducted by staff in the CIO’s office that were responsible for data center consolidation played a key role in the closure of many of the agency’s data centers. Specifically, the officials said that conducting site visits in person showed data center staff that data center consolidation was a priority for the agency. The officials added that the site visits also showed data center staff that they were valued as partners in the consolidation effort.

Transition to a virtual or cloud-based environment

USDA, GSA, NASA, and USAID have taken actions to transition to a virtual or cloud-based environment as a way to effectively implement the data center consolidation provision of the act. The agencies’ actions consisted of moving data from agency-owned data centers to cloud-based environments, which helped the agencies make progress toward meeting the cost savings and data center optimization requirements of FITARA.

USDA officials reported that the agency has been successful in having its components use cloud technology to reduce the number of data centers. For example, the USDA Forest Service developed a migration strategy to move all of the Forest Service production systems and applications from its data centers to USDA’s Enterprise Data Center and Cloud Infrastructure as a Service located at the National Information Technology Center in Kansas City, Missouri. As a result of moving its production
systems and applications, the Forest Service increased virtualization, resolved many long-term security vulnerabilities, and reduced the number of duplicative and stand-alone applications by 70 percent. The Forest Service reported that it had identified cost savings of up to $6.1 million annually as a result of these efforts.

In addition, GSA developed a data center consolidation strategy which included migrating services from agency-owned data centers to more flexible and optimized cloud computing environments, shared service and co-location centers, and more optimized data centers within their own inventory. For example, the agency migrated numerous systems to provisioned services via cloud computing services. GSA officials reported that their agency has encouraged virtualization and cloud computing as preferred options above new physical implementations. The agency also continues to migrate away from hardware-dependent operating systems and to utilize, build upon, and mature its enterprise service virtualization platform offerings and capabilities. As a result of these actions, the agency has been able to more effectively retire older systems in order to shift them to newer, virtualized technologies.

NASA officials stated that their agency is transitioning to a cloud-based environment to close its data centers. For example, NASA moved all of the data from the Earth Observing System to a new commercial cloud-based model that hosts all the data in one location. The Earth Observing System was designed over a decade ago and its data were held at different partner locations based on science discipline (e.g., land, oceans, and atmosphere) and provided data that were used by the public in various capacities. The agency funded data center hardware at each of the locations and transported data between the locations, as necessary, to create integrated data products. According to NASA officials, transitioning to a cloud-based environment has resulted in easier access to NASA data by the public, elimination of recurring capital investments in data center hardware, and improved IT security.

USAID reported that it saved money and increased efficiency by consolidating all of its data centers into a single data center in 2012 and then transitioning its single data center to a cloud-based environment. USAID completed the migration of its data center to the cloud in June 2018. According to the agency, moving to the cloud is expected to result in $36 million in future cost avoidance for the agency.
Incentivize component agencies to accelerate the pace of data center consolidation

Data center consolidation activities can be costly, requiring agencies to use resources to, for example, analyze the need for IT equipment (e.g., servers, processors, networking, and other hardware) and to move such equipment between locations. Our May 2018 report on the results of agencies’ efforts to consolidate data centers noted mixed progress toward achieving OMB’s goals for closing data centers.30

Justice incentivized a component agency to accelerate its participation in data center consolidation by providing supplemental funding for costs associated with consolidation. For example, the agency’s CIO office provided funding for a component agency to offset the cost to move servers and data center equipment to another location. Justice officials noted that the agency has seen increased cooperation from component agencies as a result of offering supplemental funding to participate in its data center consolidation effort.

Utilize data centers with excess capacity

A part of GSA’s strategy for consolidating data centers was to move existing data to other government data centers that had the capacity to store its data. To do so, GSA established shared service agreements with the Environmental Protection Agency’s National Computer Center and NASA’s Stennis Space Center data centers.31 As a result of moving its data to other government data centers with excess capacity, GSA was able to consolidate numerous data centers, resulting in increased efficiency and cost savings.

Software Purchasing

USDA, VA, GSA, NASA, and USAID identified the practice of centralizing the management of software licenses as essential to their effective implementation of the software purchasing provision of FITARA. These five agencies did this by, for example, establishing a software management team, creating contracts with vendors to centrally manage

30GAO-18-264.

31IT shared service is defined as an IT function that is provided for consumption by multiple organizations within or between federal agencies.
licenses, and establishing governance processes for software license management.

USDA employed a centralized software license management approach by establishing a Category Management Team. This team was responsible for the oversight of all software license enterprise agreements, which included collecting, reviewing, consolidating, and reporting on all software procurements. The agency also created Enterprise IT Category Management guidance that supported the central oversight authority for managing enterprise software license agreements. Further, according to USDA officials, management has been supportive in ensuring that all organizations and components join existing enterprise contracts that are already in place.

USDA’s actions to centralize the management of its software licenses have led to effective agency-wide decisions regarding software purchases that the agency reported have yielded cost savings. For example, the agency identified instances where multiple software contracts at different price points among component agencies could be consolidated into one contract at the lowest price. This resulted in reducing the cost per license for a software product from $250 to $15.75, saving the agency approximately $85,000 between 2016 and 2017, according to USDA documentation.

VA established an Enterprise Software License Management Team to centralize the management of its efforts to purchase software. According to officials in VA’s Office of Information and Technology, this team consisted of knowledgeable staff that had experience with software management and development, and was familiar with software that was deployed across the entire agency. These officials also stated that the Enterprise Software License Management Team conducted weekly meetings with GSA to discuss software licensing and category management to ensure they were aware of other opportunities for cost savings. VA also established an Enterprise Software Asset Management Technical Working Group that was formed to define and

---

32 Category management is an approach the federal government is applying to buy smarter and more like a single enterprise. Category management enables the government to eliminate redundancies, increase efficiency, and deliver more value and savings from the government’s acquisition programs. It involves identifying core areas of spend; collectively developing heightened levels of expertise; leveraging shared best practices; and providing acquisition, supply and demand management solutions.
document a framework that employed a centralized software license management approach.

By centralizing the management of its software licenses, VA has been able to make effective agency-wide decisions regarding the purchase of software products and reported that it has realized cost savings. Specifically, VA provided documentation showing that it had implemented a solution to analyze agency-wide software license data, including usage and costs. The agency identified approximately $65 million in cost savings between 2017 and 2020 due to analyzing one of their software licenses.

We previously reported that GSA and USAID had centralized the management of their software licenses. We reported that GSA’s server-based and enterprise-wide licenses were managed centrally, whereas non-enterprise-wide workstation software licenses were generally managed regionally. GSA also issued a policy that established procedures for the management of all software licenses, including analyzing software licenses to identify opportunities for consolidation.

Centralizing the management of its purchase of software licenses has led GSA to make effective agency-wide decisions regarding its software licenses and avoid future costs, according to agency documentation. For example, in fiscal year 2015, the agency consolidated licenses for one of its software products, saving the agency over $400,000 and avoiding over $3 million in future costs.

For its part, USAID had a contract in place with a vendor for centrally managing licenses for all of its operating units. Further, according to officials within USAID’s Office of the CIO, the agency established a governance process to manage the introduction of new software. As part of this governance process, USAID’s Software and Hardware Approval Request Panel was responsible for reviewing requests to procure new software.

USAID’s actions on centralizing the management of its software licenses have led to effective agency-wide decisions regarding software purchases
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that the agency reported have yielded cost savings. For example, USAID identified opportunities to reduce costs on its software licenses through consolidation or elimination of software. This resulted in the agency reporting a cumulative savings from fiscal year 2016 to fiscal year 2018 of over $2.5 million on software licenses.

NASA issued a software license management policy that included the roles and responsibilities for central management of the agency’s software licenses. In addition, in May 2017, NASA’s Administrator issued a memorandum requiring component agencies to use the agency’s Enterprise License Management Team to manage software licenses.

By employing a centralized software license management approach, NASA made effective agency-wide decisions on software licenses which the agency reported led to cost avoidance. For example, the agency increased the number of software agreements managed by its enterprise license management team from 24 to 42 in fiscal year 2014, and analyzed its software license data to identify opportunities to reduce costs and make better informed investments moving forward. As a result, NASA reported that it realized cost avoidance of approximately $224 million from fiscal years 2014 through 2018.

In summary, as a result of applying the practices identified in this review, the selected agencies were better positioned to implement FITARA provisions and realized IT management improvements and cost savings.

Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

We requested comments on a draft of this report from each of the nine agencies included in our review, as well as from OMB. In response, one agency—USAID—provided written comments, which are reprinted in appendix I. Another agency—DHS—provided technical comments, which we incorporated in the report, as appropriate. The other 7 agencies and OMB did not provide comments on the draft report.

In its comments, USAID described actions that it had taken to enhance the authority of its CIO. Specifically, the agency stated that it had

---

proposed that the CIO report directly to the Administrator and had notified the congressional committees of jurisdiction about this intended action. Further, USAID stated that, as of April 2019, the Administrator would be expected to approve revisions to internal policy to clarify and strengthen the authority of the CIO in line with FITARA and our report.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the heads of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Justice, and Veterans Affairs; the General Services Administration; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; the U.S. Agency for International Development; the Director of the Office of Management and Budget; and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staffs have any questions on matters discussed in this report, please contact me at (202) 512-4456 or harriscc@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix II.

Carol C. Harris
Director
Information Technology Management Issues
List of Requesters

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Chairman
The Honorable Jim Jordan
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives

The Honorable Gerry Connolly
Chairman
The Honorable Mark Meadows
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Government Operations
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives

The Honorable Will Hurd
House of Representatives

The Honorable Robin L. Kelly
House of Representatives
Appendix I: Comments from the US Agency for International Development

Carol C. Harris  
Director, Information-Technology Acquisition-Management Issues  
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
441 G Street, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20545

Re: Information Technology: Effective Practices Have Improved Agencies’ FITARA Implementation (GAO-19-131)

Dear Ms. Harris:

I am pleased to provide the formal response of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to the draft report produced by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) titled, Information Technology: Effective Practices Have Improved Agencies’ Federal Information Technology Acquisitions Reform Act (FITARA) Implementation (GAO-19-131).

We would like to thank the GAO for including our effective practices in this report. I hope our practices will be beneficial to other Federal Departments and Agencies. In addition to the effective practices documented in the draft report, I am pleased that we have taken a major step forward in our compliance with the FITARA’s requirement to enhance the authority of our Chief Information Officer (CIO) by proposing in our Agency Transformation that the CIO report directly to the Administrator. The Congressional Notification for this proposal, submitted in August 2018, is pending with our Committees of jurisdiction.

In addition, this month the Administrator will be approving revisions to Chapter 509 of our Automated Directive System, Management and Oversight of Information Technology Resources, to clarify and strengthen the authority of our CIO in line with the GAO’s report and FITARA. We hope to make additional improvements to meet – and exceed – the requirements of the aforementioned legislation in a holistic, fulsome, and sustainable way, which USAID will be able to do once Congress lifts its hold on the Notification.

I am transmitting this letter for inclusion in the GAO’s final report. Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the draft report, and for the courtesies extended by your staff while conducting this engagement. We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the evaluation of our effective FITARA practices.

We do not have any additional comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Angélique M. Counselor  
Acting Assistant Administrator  
Bureau for Management
Agency Comment Letter
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April 4, 2019

Carol C. Harris
Director, Information-Technology Acquisition-Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20226

Re: Information Technology: Effective Practices Have Improved Agencies’ FITARA Implementation (GAO-19-131)

Dear Ms. Harris:

I am pleased to provide the formal response of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to the draft report produced by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) titled, Information Technology: Effective Practices Have Improved Agencies’ Federal Information Technology Acquisitions Reform Act (FITARA) Implementation (GAO-19-131).

We would like to thank the GAO for including our effective practices in this report. I hope our practices will be beneficial to other Federal Departments and Agencies. In addition to the effective practices documented in the draft report, I am pleased that we have taken a major step forward in our compliance with the FITARA’s requirement to enhance the authority of our Chief Information Officer (CIO) by proposing in our Agency Transformation that the CIO report directly to the Administrator. The Congressional Notification for this proposal, submitted in August 2018, is pending with our Committees of jurisdiction.

In addition, this month the Administrator will be approving revisions to Chapter 509 of our Automated Directive System, Management and Oversight of Information Technology Resources, to clarify and strengthen the authority of our CIO in line with the GAO's report and FITARA. We hope to make additional improvements to meet - and exceed - the requirements of the aforementioned legislation in a holistic,
fulsome, and sustainable way, which USAID will be able to do once Congress lifts its hold on the Notification.

I am transmitting this letter for inclusion in the GAO's final report. Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the draft report, and for the courtesies extended by your staff while conducting this engagement. We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the evaluation of our effective FITARA practices.

We do not have any additional comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

Angelique M. Crumbly
Acting Assistant Administrator
Bureau for Management
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